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STUDENT ASSOCIATION
MINUTES

February 10, 1970

The regular meeting of the S.A. Executive Council was held at 6:00 p.m. in the S.A. office on February 10, 1970. Rod called the meeting to order. Bruce Stidham opened the meeting with a prayer.

Old Business

Emerald Room--Bruce to speak to Mr. Tucker about rugs. Thanks goes to Jacomie Lexus for spotless paintings. Need for worker for Sat. nights. Ferrell to see Gregg Coates about advertisements of times when the K.M. is open.

Spring Out Campaign--Bob reported that the S.A. will return 127 unopened cases to the company. There are approximately 1800 cans left to be sold. Because these cans have been paid for the profit from their sale will go entirely to the S.A. Student Center Fund.
Bob suggested that a program of week-end sales and a special push during the spring holidays be used in selling the remaining "OUT".

Slacks proposal--The S.A. drew up a proposal to be sent to the administration concerning the wearing of slacks on campus by H.E. Women. The proposal suggested some reforms in the rules.

New Business--

S.A. Movie--"Far from the Madding Crowd" was requested to be changed from Feb. 16 to another date. Since the movie had already been sent, this request could not be answered affirmatively. The S.A. inquired into the possibility of its being shown twice in the same weekend. The request was denied due to the great cost.

Friendly Week--March 3-14; Open House--March 10

S.A. Calendars--to be sold @ 10¢ Wed., night Feb. 11, in the dorms.

Chart of funds for the New Student Center--to be moved from the lobby of the Administration Bldg. by John and Ferrell. Donna will be in charge painting the progress.

Z-wise list of Out Sale--John Carr to draw up figures.
Senior Speakers--Sonny Shearin--March 2;  John Buck--March 23;  
Mary Smith--April 7;  Raymond Kelly--April 20;  
David Crouch May 4;  Rod Brewer--May 18.

Cheerleaders--The S.A. Council made a proposal that the grade point 
requirement for cheerleaders be dropped from a 2.25 
to the Academic probation requirement as set by the 
school per classification. The proposal will 
now go to the administration for approval.

The meeting was adjourned shortly after 9:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Cathy Morris
S.A. Secretary